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Over-arching question

What roles do infectious diseases play in herd 
resilience?

Workshop Objectives

• Identify and then prioritize questions

• Gather and then disseminate information about 
on-going pathogen related projects 

• Coordinate sample/data collection 

• Foster new collaborations



Context

• 10% of the literature on cervids deals with Rangifer

Surely, we have this all figured out by now, no??



Pathogen Matrix

• sent to ~40 people in advance of the workshop;
asked for their “expert opinion”

• “experts” = wildlife veterinarians, researchers, 
biologists, managers

• numerous pathogens, several questions related
to the basic ecology/epidemiology of the pathogens

• matrix + responses used as a tool during
the workshop



Pathogen Matrix

• most people didn’t respond

• of those that did, most said that they didn’t know 
much about most of the pathogens

• more comments for physically large pathogens 

Differences

• e.g., differences in how Besnoitia is affecting 
and/or is perceived across herds

• differences of opinion – whose “counts” more?



Setaria
Parelaphostronglyus
nose bots
Besnoitia
Brucella
abomasal nematodes
warbles

Matrix consensus ranking activities –
Greatest impacts on herds

*very* little resolution among these 7, 
not everyone agreed



Matrix consensus ranking activities –

Greatest concerns over increased impacts 
due to climate change

Babesia
Anaplasma
other nematodes
foot rot

Elaphostrongylus
Fascioloides
insects
Neospora
Pasteurella



Relative to our consensus ranking, 
are we studying & publishing about the 
pathogens we think are most important?
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Oohh – I know!

Say! 
Have you heard…? 

Parasites are important!


